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Two of the UK's leading economists call for an end to extreme individualism as the engine
of prosperity 'provocative but thought-provoking and nuanced' Telegraph Throughout
history, successful societies have created institutions which channel both competition
and co-operation to achieve complex goals of general benefit. These institutions make the
difference between societies that thrive and those paralyzed by discord, the difference
between prosperous and poor economies. Such societies are pluralist but their pluralism
is disciplined. Successful societies are also rare and fragile. We could not have built
modernity without the exceptional competitive and co-operative instincts of humans, but
in recent decades the balance between these instincts has become dangerously skewed:
mutuality has been undermined by an extreme individualism which has weakened co-operation
and polarized our politics. Collier and Kay show how a reaffirmation of the values of
mutuality could refresh and restore politics, business and the environments in which
people live. Politics could reverse the moves to extremism and tribalism; businesses
could replace the greed that has degraded corporate culture; the communities and decaying
places that are home to many could overcome despondency and again be prosperous and
purposeful. As the world emerges from an unprecedented crisis we have the chance to
examine society afresh and build a politics beyond individualism.
Paul Collier’s contributions to development economics,and in regard to Africa in
particular, have marked him out as one of the most influential commentators of recent
times. His research has centred upon the causes and consequences of civil war, the
effects of aid, and the problems of democracy in low-income and natural-resource-rich
societies. His work has also enjoyed substantial policy impact, having seen him sit as a
senior adviser to Tony Blair’s Commission on Africa and addressed the General Assembly of
the United Nations This collection of Collier’s major writings, with assistance from Anke
Hoeffler and Jan Gunning, and accompanied by a new introduction, provide the definitive
account of a wide range of macroeconomic, microeconomic and political economy topics
concerned with Africa. Within macroeconomics, there is a focus on external shocks,
exchange rate and trade policies, whilst microeconomic topics focus upon labour and
financial markets, as well as rural development. Collier’s book The Bottom Billion had
become a landmark book and this summation of the research underpinning it will be a
superb guide for all those concerned with African development.
"Book and man are brilliant, passionate, optimistic and impatient . . . Outstanding."
—The Economist The landmark exploration of economic prosperity and how the world can
escape from extreme poverty for the world's poorest citizens, from one of the world's
most renowned economists Hailed by Time as one of the world's hundred most influential
people, Jeffrey D. Sachs is renowned for his work around the globe advising economies in
crisis. Now a classic of its genre, The End of Poverty distills more than thirty years of
experience to offer a uniquely informed vision of the steps that can transform
impoverished countries into prosperous ones. Marrying vivid storytelling with rigorous
analysis, Sachs lays out a clear conceptual map of the world economy. Explaining his own
work in Bolivia, Russia, India, China, and Africa, he offers an integrated set of
solutions to the interwoven economic, political, environmental, and social problems that
challenge the world's poorest countries. Ten years after its initial publication, The End
of Poverty remains an indispensible and influential work. In this 10th anniversary
edition, Sachs presents an extensive new foreword assessing the progress of the past
decade, the work that remains to be done, and how each of us can help. He also looks
ahead across the next fifteen years to 2030, the United Nations' target date for ending
extreme poverty, offering new insights and recommendations.
Our health care is staggeringly expensive, yet one in six Americans has no health
insurance. We have some of the most skilled physicians in the world, yet one hundred
thousand patients die each year from medical errors. In this gripping, eye-opening book,
award-winning journalist Shannon Brownlee takes readers inside the hospital to dismantle
some of our most venerated myths about American medicine. Brownlee dissects what she
calls "the medical-industrial complex" and lays bare the backward economic incentives
embedded in our system, revealing a stunning portrait of the care we now receive.
Nevertheless, Overtreated ultimately conveys a message of hope by reframing the debate
over health care reform. It offers a way to control costs and cover the uninsured, while
simultaneously improving the quality of American medicine. Shannon Brownlee's humane,
intelligent, and penetrating analysis empowers readers to avoid the perils of
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overtreatment, as well as pointing the way to better health care for everyone.
Civil War and Development Policy
How the World's Poor Live on $2 a Day
Facing the New Anxieties
Beyond the Bottom Line
Shaping the Developing World
The Bottom Billion
The Bottom Billions and Business Creation
Asserts that 250 years ago, some parts of the world began to experience sustained
progress, opening up gaps and setting the stage for today's hugely unequal world and
examines the United States, a nation that has prospered but is today experiencing slower
growth and increasing inequality.
In Exodus, Paul Collier, the world-renowned economist and bestselling author of The
Bottom Billion, clearly and concisely lays out the effects of encouraging or restricting
migration. Drawing on original research and case studies, he explores this volatile issue
from three perspectives: that of the migrants themselves, that of the people they leave
behind, and that of the host societies where they relocate.
In 2011 the World Bank—with funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation—launched
the Global Findex database, the world's most comprehensive data set on how adults save,
borrow, make payments, and manage risk. Drawing on survey data collected in collaboration
with Gallup, Inc., the Global Findex database covers more than 140 economies around the
world. The initial survey round was followed by a second one in 2014 and by a third in
2017. Compiled using nationally representative surveys of more than 150,000 adults age 15
and above in over 140 economies, The Global Findex Database 2017: Measuring Financial
Inclusion and the Fintech Revolution includes updated indicators on access to and use of
formal and informal financial services. It has additional data on the use of financial
technology (or fintech), including the use of mobile phones and the Internet to conduct
financial transactions. The data reveal opportunities to expand access to financial
services among people who do not have an account—the unbanked—as well as to promote
greater use of digital financial services among those who do have an account. The Global
Findex database has become a mainstay of global efforts to promote financial inclusion.
In addition to being widely cited by scholars and development practitioners, Global
Findex data are used to track progress toward the World Bank goal of Universal Financial
Access by 2020 and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. The database, the
full text of the report, and the underlying country-level data for all figures—along with
the questionnaire, the survey methodology, and other relevant materials—are available at
www.worldbank.org/globalfindex.
Paul Collier's The Bottom Billion was greeted as groundbreaking when it appeared in 2007,
winning the Estoril Distinguished Book Prize, the Arthur Ross Book Award, and the Lionel
Gelber Prize. Now, in The Plundered Planet, Collier builds upon his renowned work on
developing countries and the world's poorest populations to confront the global
mismanagement of natural resources. Proper stewardship of natural assets and liabilities
is a matter of planetary urgency: natural resources have the potential either to
transform the poorest countries or to tear them apart, while the carbon emissions and
agricultural follies of the developed world could further impoverish them. The Plundered
Planet charts a course between unchecked profiteering on the one hand and environmental
romanticism on the other to offer realistic and sustainable solutions to dauntingly
complex issues. Grounded in a belief in the power of informed citizens, Collier proposes
a series of international standards that would help poor countries rich in natural assets
better manage those resources, policy changes that would raise world food supply, and a
clear-headed approach to climate change that acknowledges the benefits of
industrialization while addressing the need for alternatives to carbon trading. Revealing
how all of these forces interconnect, The Plundered Planet charts a way forward to avoid
the mismanagement of the natural world that threatens our future.
Conflict, Political Accountability and Aid
The Future of Capitalism
Lessons from the Pioneers
Dead Aid
The Fourth Industrial Revolution
Upgrading in Value Chains
Concern for the Bottom Billion
Why is productivity higher in cities? Does urbanization cause growth or does growth cause
urbanization? Do countries achieve rapid growth or high incomes without urbanization? How can
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policy makers reap the benefits of urbanization without paying too high a cost? Does supporting
urbanization imply neglecting rural areas? Why do so few governments welcome urbanization? What
should governments do to improve housing conditions in cities as they urbanize? Are innovations in
housing finance a blessing or a curse for developing countries? How will governments finance the
trillions of dollars of infrastructure spending needed for cities in developing countries? First in a
series of thematic volumes, this book was prepared for the Commission on Growth and Development
to evaluate the state of knowledge of the relationship between urbanization and economic growth. It
does not pretend to provide all the answers, but it does identify insights and policy levers to help
countries make urbanization work as part of a national growth strategy. It examines a variety of
topics: the relevance and policy implications of recent advances in urban economics for developing
countries, the role of economic geography in global economic trends and trade patterns, the impacts
of urbanization on spatial inequality within countries, and alternative approaches to financing the
substantial infrastructure investments required in developing-country cities. Written by prominent
academics in their fields, Urbanization and Growth seeks to create a better understanding of the role
of urbanization in growth and to inform policy makers tackling the formidable challenges it poses.
Bill Gates's Five Books for Summer Reading 2019 From world-renowned economist Paul Collier, a
candid diagnosis of the failures of capitalism and a pragmatic and realistic vision for how we can
repair it. Deep new rifts are tearing apart the fabric of the United States and other Western
societies: thriving cities versus rural counties, the highly skilled elite versus the less educated,
wealthy versus developing countries. As these divides deepen, we have lost the sense of ethical
obligation to others that was crucial to the rise of post-war social democracy. So far these rifts have
been answered only by the revivalist ideologies of populism and socialism, leading to the seismic
upheavals of Trump, Brexit, and the return of the far-right in Germany. We have heard many
critiques of capitalism but no one has laid out a realistic way to fix it, until now. In a passionate and
polemical book, celebrated economist Paul Collier outlines brilliantly original and ethical ways of
healing these rifts—economic, social and cultural—with the cool head of pragmatism, rather than the
fervor of ideological revivalism. He reveals how he has personally lived across these three divides,
moving from working-class Sheffield to hyper-competitive Oxford, and working between Britain and
Africa, and acknowledges some of the failings of his profession. Drawing on his own solutions as well
as ideas from some of the world’s most distinguished social scientists, he shows us how to save
capitalism from itself—and free ourselves from the intellectual baggage of the twentieth century.
Global refugee numbers are at their highest levels since the end of World War II, but the system in
place to deal with them, based upon a humanitarian list of imagined "basic needs," has changed
little. In Refuge, Paul Collier and Alexander Betts argue that the system fails to provide a
comprehensive solution to the fundamental problem, which is how to reintegrate displaced people
into society. Western countries deliver food, clothing, and shelter to refugee camps, but these sites,
usually located in remote border locations, can make things worse. The numbers are stark: the
average length of stay in a refugee camp worldwide is 17 years. Into this situation comes the Syria
crisis, which has dislocated countless families, bringing them to face an impossible choice: huddle in
dangerous urban desolation, rot in dilapidated camps, or flee across the Mediterranean to
increasingly unwelcoming governments. Refuge seeks to restore moral purpose and clarity to
refugee policy. Rather than assuming indefinite dependency, Collier-author of The Bottom Billion-and
his Oxford colleague Betts propose a humanitarian approach integrated with a new economic agenda
that begins with jobs, restores autonomy, and rebuilds people's ability to help themselves and their
societies. Timely and urgent, the book goes beyond decrying scenes of desperation to declare what
so many people, policymakers and public alike, are anxious to hear: that a long-term solution really
is within reach.
The winners of the Nobel Prize in Economics upend the most common assumptions about how
economics works in this gripping and disruptive portrait of how poor people actually live. Why do the
poor borrow to save? Why do they miss out on free life-saving immunizations, but pay for
unnecessary drugs? In Poor Economics, Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo, two award-winning MIT
professors, answer these questions based on years of field research from around the world. Called
"marvelous, rewarding" by the Wall Street Journal, the book offers a radical rethinking of the
economics of poverty and an intimate view of life on 99 cents a day. Poor Economics shows that
creating a world without poverty begins with understanding the daily decisions facing the poor.
Poor Economics
Urbanization and Growth
Poor Numbers
Why Aid Is Not Working and How There Is a Better Way for Africa
Breaking the Conflict Trap
Rethinking Refugee Policy in a Changing World
The Plundered Planet
One of the most urgent challenges in African economic development is to devise a strategy for improving
statistical capacity. Reliable statistics, including estimates of economic growth rates and per-capita
income, are basic to the operation of governments in developing countries and vital to nongovernmental
organizations and other entities that provide financial aid to them. Rich countries and international
financial institutions such as the World Bank allocate their development resources on the basis of such
data. The paucity of accurate statistics is not merely a technical problem; it has a massive impact on
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the welfare of citizens in developing countries. Where do these statistics originate? How accurate are
they? Poor Numbers is the first analysis of the production and use of African economic development
statistics. Morten Jerven's research shows how the statistical capacities of sub-Saharan African
economies have fallen into disarray. The numbers substantially misstate the actual state of affairs. As
a result, scarce resources are misapplied. Development policy does not deliver the benefits expected.
Policymakers' attempts to improve the lot of the citizenry are frustrated. Donors have no accurate sense
of the impact of the aid they supply. Jerven's findings from sub-Saharan Africa have far-reaching
implications for aid and development policy. As Jerven notes, the current catchphrase in the development
community is "evidence-based policy," and scholars are applying increasingly sophisticated econometric
methods-but no statistical techniques can substitute for partial and unreliable data.
ABOUT THE BOOK “By 2050 the development gulf will no longer be between a rich billion in the most
developed countries and five billion in the developing countries; rather, it will be between the trapped
billion and the rest of humankind.” Written in 2007, Paul Collier’s, The Bottom Billion: Why the Poorest
Countries are Failing and What Can Be Done About It, was widely hailed as a landmark work in the field
of development economics. Intended in Collier’s own words as a book on economics that could be read on
the beach (Collier, TED Talk), The Bottom Billion uses relatively simple descriptive prose to challenge
traditional perspectives on the state of global poverty and what can be done about it. Based on years of
statistical research, the Bottom Billion examines why some people and places in the world are seemingly
stuck in poverty while the majority of ‘developing nations’ are rapidly becoming more affluent. Collier
proposes several methods for helping the most impoverished nations to become ‘unstuck’. He emphasized
four main ‘development traps’ that have often been overlooked in aid, economic, and foreign policy
circles; notably, Collier questions current norms in provision of international aid to the poorest
countries, suggesting strategic use of aid and asserting that more is not necessarily better. MEET THE
AUTHOR Zeya is a native of the San Francisco Bay Area. After earning a BA in Modern Literature at the
University of California at Santa Cruz, Zeya began building a career in International Development work
that allowed him to live and travel extensively in Asia, the Middle East, and Europe. In 2011 he
completed an MA in International Development from Oxford Brookes University in Oxford, England. EXCERPT
FROM THE BOOK Collier estimates four of the five billion once stuck in poverty are now achieving greater
levels of affluence and mobility. However, he argues the last billion—the bottom billion—are being left
far behind. Not only is this demographic failing to achieve strong economic progress, says Collier, but
in many cases it is regressing to a quality of existence more characteristic of the fourteenth century
than the twenty-first. For fear of stigmatization, Collier declines to list the countries where the
bottom billion live. He does comment the majority of those living in the most abject conditions are
located within a group of some 58 states, mostly in Africa and Central Asia. Over the last several
decades, four fifths of the world’s poor have made substantial gains towards a middle class lifestyle.
Still, the average person in these bottom billion countries is now poorer than in 1970 and are
statistically more susceptible to war and violent conflict, disease, environmental hazards, and corrupt
governance. Many of the problems shared by these people are exacerbated by a lack of health care,
education and other vital infrastructure... Buy a copy to keep reading!
"A damning denunciation of things as they are, and a platform for how we can do better."—Andrew Leonard,
Salon Building on the international bestseller Globalization and Its Discontents, Joseph E. Stiglitz
offers here an agenda of inventive solutions to our most pressing economic, social, and environmental
challenges, with each proposal guided by the fundamental insight that economic globalization continues
to outpace both the political structures and the moral sensitivity required to ensure a just and
sustainable world. As economic interdependence continues to gather the peoples of the world into a
single community, it brings with it the need to think and act globally. This trenchant, intellectually
powerful, and inspiring book is an invaluable step in that process.
The urgency of reducing poverty in the developing world has been the subject of a public campaign by
such unlikely policy experts as George Clooney, Alicia Keyes, Elton John, Angelina Jolie, and Bono. And
yet accompanying the call for more foreign aid is an almost universal discontent with the effectiveness
of the existing aid system. In Reinventing Foreign Aid, development expert William Easterly has gathered
top scholars in the field to discuss how to improve foreign aid. These authors, Easterly points out, are
not claiming that their ideas will (to invoke a current slogan) Make Poverty History. Rather, they take
on specific problems and propose some hard-headed solutions. Easterly himself, in an expansive and
impassioned introductory chapter, makes a case for the "searchers"—who explore solutions by trial and
error and learn from feedback—over the "planners"—who throw an endless supply of resources at a big
goal—as the most likely to reduce poverty. Other writers look at scientific evaluation of aid projects
(including randomized trials) and describe projects found to be cost-effective, including vaccine
delivery and HIV education; consider how to deal with the government of the recipient state (work
through it or bypass a possibly dysfunctional government?); examine the roles of the International
Monetary Fund (a de facto aid provider) and the World Bank; and analyze some new and innovative
proposals for distributing aid. Contributors: Abhijit Banerjee, Nancy Birdsall, Craig Burnside, Esther
Duflo, Domenico Fanizza, William Easterly, Ruimin He, Kurt Hoffman, Stephen Knack, Michael Kremer, Mari
Kuraishi, Ruth Levine, Bertin Martens, John McMillan, Edward Miguel, Jonathan Morduch, Todd Moss,
Gunilla Pettersson, Lant Pritchett, Steven Radelet, Aminur Rahman, Ritva Reinikka, Jakob Svensson,
Nicolas van de Walle, James Vreeland, Dennis Whittle, Michael Woolcock.
The African Peer Review Mechanism
Emerging Africa
The State, Business and Education
Democracy in Dangerous Places
Quicklet on Paul Collier's The Bottom Billion: Why the Poorest Countries are Failing (CliffsNotes-like
Book Summary)
The Global Findex Database 2017
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Greed Is Dead

Global poverty, economist Collier points out, is actually falling quite rapidly for about 80% of the world. The real
crisis lies in a group of about 50 failing states, the bottom billion, whose problems defy traditional approaches
to alleviating poverty. Here, Collier contends that these fifty failed states pose the central challenge of the
developing world in the twenty-first century. This group of small nations, largely unnoticed by the industrialized
West, are dropping further and further behind the majority of the world's people, often falling into an absolute
decline in living standards. A struggle rages within each of these nation between reformers and corrupt
leaders--and the corrupt are winning. Collier analyzes the causes of failure, and offers a bold new plan.--From
publisher description.
Between the 18th and 19th centuries, Britain experienced massive leaps in technological, scientific, and
economical advancement
Why are some countries rich and others poor? Colonialism, globalization, bad government, gender inequality,
geography, and environmental degradation are just some of the potential answers to this complex question.
Using a threefold framework of the West, the South, and the natural world, Shaping the Developing World
provides a logical and intuitive structure for categorizing and evaluating the causes of underdevelopment. This
interdisciplinary book also describes the social, political, and economic aspects of development and is relevant
to students in political science, international studies, geography, sociology, economics, gender studies, and
anthropology. The Second Edition has been updated to include the most recent development statistics and to
incorporate new research on topics like climate change, democratization, religion and prosperity, the resource
curse, and more. This second edition also contains expanded discussions of gender, financial inclusion, crime
and police killings, and the Middle East, including the Syrian Civil War.
Entrepreneurship in Developing Economies: The Bottom Billions and Business Creation examines the extent to
which "the poor" are already involved in business creation and the nature of the ventures they pursue to
understanding how to assist developing nations grow their economies. The assessment uses a unique data
source from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor [GEM] program that has only recently become available.
Economic Possibilities for Our Time
A Radical Rethinking of the Way to Fight Global Poverty
Exodus
Overtreated
Portfolios of the Poor
Politics After Individualism
Why We Must--and How We Can--Manage Nature for Global Prosperity
"The African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) is an innovative approach to improving African governance. It offers important
opportunities for public dialogue but has proved politically and logistically challenging. The first in-depth study of the APRM, this
ground-breaking book analyses the evolving peer review process in the first five countries. The product of a five-year research and
training programme, it combines in-depth analysis of the APRM rules with an insightful evaluation of the political and social
dynamics. Drawing on extensive interviews across the continent, it offers sounds recommendations to strengthen the process and
deepen public participation. An invaluable resource for civil society and governments, this volume includes an interactive APRM
Toolkit CD-ROM with the official APRM guidelines, final country reports, survey instruments, academic papers, video testimonials
and a comprehensive collection of the governance codes and standards embraced by the APRM."--Back cover.
This book explores the place of poor people within a rich variety of value chains, focusing upon lagging, rural regions in Africa and
Asia, and how they can 'upgrade' within such chains. Upgrading is a key concept for value chain analysis and refers to the
acquisition of technological capabilities and market linkages that enable firms to improve their competitiveness and move into
higher-value activities. The authors examine a range of evidence to assess whether the 'bottom billion' people, living mainly in the
rural areas of low-income countries, can improve their position through productive strategies and, if so, how? They propose an
innovative conceptual framework of value chain upgrading for some of the most marginal producers in the poorest local
economies. They demonstrate how interventions can improve poverty and the environment for poor people supplying a wide range
of services and agricultural and food products to local, regional and global markets. This analysis is based on empirical research
conducted in Senegal, Mali, Tanzania, India, Nepal, Philippines and Vietnam. The main focus is on poverty, environment and
gender outcomes of upgrading interventions, and represents one of the key challenges of contemporary development economics.
This collection brings together an interdisciplinary group of scholars exploring how development financing and interventions are
being shaped by a wider and more complex platform of actors than usually considered in the existing literature. The contributors
also trace a changing set of key relations and alliances in development – those between business and consumers; NGOs and
celebrities; philanthropic organizations and the state; diaspora groups and transnational advocacy networks; ruling elites and
productive capitalists; and between ‘new donors’ and developing country governments. Despite the diversity of these actors and
alliances, several commonalities arise: they are often based on hybrid transnationalism and diffuse notions of development
responsibility; rather than being new per se, they are newly being studied as engaging in practices that are now coming to be
understood as ‘development’; and they are limited in their ability to act as agents of development by their lack of accountability or
pro-poor commitment. The articles in this collection point to images and representations as increasingly important in development
‘branding’ and suggest fruitful new ground for critical development studies. This book was originally published as a special issue of
Third World Quarterly.
“Collier has made a substantial contribution to current discussions. His evidence-based approach is a worthwhile corrective to the
assumptions about democracy that too often tend to dominate when Western policy makers talk about the bottom billion.” —The
New York Times Book Review “Before President Obama makes a move he would do well to read Professor Paul Collier’s Wars,
Guns, and Votes. . . Unlike many academics Collier comes up with very concrete proposals and some ingenious solutions.” — The
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Times (London) In Wars, Guns, and Votes, esteemed author Paul Collier offers a groundbreaking, radical look at the world’s most
violent, corrupt societies, how they got that way, and what can be done to break the cycle. George Soros calls Paul Collier “one of
the most original minds in the world today,” and Wars, Guns, and Votes, like Collier’s previous award-winning book The Bottom
Billion, is essential reading for anyone interested in current events, war, poverty, economics, or international business.
Reinventing Foreign Aid
Commodities, Governance and Economic Development Under Globalization
Measuring Financial Inclusion and the Fintech Revolution
How 17 Countries are Leading the Way
The Great Escape
How We Are Misled by African Development Statistics and What to Do about It
Catching Up
This book examines commodities, governance and economic development under globalization.
This is a valuable addition to the existing body of knowledge relating both to the understanding of the challenges
faced by LDCs and the policy options through which these challenges can be addressed.
Civil war conflict is a core development issue. The existence of civil war can dramatically slow a country's
development process, especially in low-income countries which are more vulnerable to civil war conflict.
Conversely, development can impede civil war. When development succeeds, countries become safer when
development fails, they experience a greater risk of being caught in a conflict trap. Ultimately, civil war is a failure
of development. 'Breaking the Conflict Trap' identifies the dire consequences that civil war has on the
development process and offers three main findings. First, civil war has adverse ripple effects that are often not
taken into account by those who determine whether wars start or end. Second, some countries are more likely
than others to experience civil war conflict and thus, the risks of civil war differ considerably according to a
country's characteristics including its economic stability. Finally, Breaking the Conflict Trap explores viable
international measures that can be taken to reduce the global incidence of civil war and proposes a practical
agenda for action. This book should serve as a wake up call to anyone in the international community who still
thinks that development and conflict are distinct issues.
Describes the state of postwar development policy in Africa that has channeled billions of dollars in aid but failed
to either reduce poverty or increase growth, offering a hopeful vision of how to address the problem.
How Migration Is Changing Our World
Public-Private Partnerships Revisited
The West, the South, and the Natural World
Why Too Much Medicine Is Making Us Sicker and Poorer
The End of Poverty
Refuge
Does Foreign Aid Really Work?

The authors report on the yearlong "financial diaries" of villagers and slum dwellers in
Bangladesh, India, and South Africa--records that track penny by penny how specific
households manage their money. --from publisher description.
Global poverty is falling quite rapidly for about eighty percent of the world. The real
crisis lies in a group of about 50 failing states, the bottom billion, whose problems
defy traditional approaches to alleviating poverty. The causes of failure include civil
war, dependence on the export of natural resources, and bad governance. Standard
solutions do not work against these traps, Collier writes; aid is often ineffective, and
globalization can actually make matters worse. What the bottom billion need, he argues,
is a bold new plan supported by the Group of Eight industrialized nations. In The Bottom
Billion, Collier offers real hope for solving one of the great humanitarian crises facing
the world today.
Countries that are rich in petroleum have less democracy, less economic stability, and
more frequent civil wars than countries without oil. What explains this oil curse? And
can it be fixed? In this groundbreaking analysis, Michael L. Ross looks at how developing
nations are shaped by their mineral wealth--and how they can turn oil from a curse into a
blessing. Ross traces the oil curse to the upheaval of the 1970s, when oil prices soared
and governments across the developing world seized control of their countries' oil
industries. Before nationalization, the oil-rich countries looked much like the rest of
the world; today, they are 50 percent more likely to be ruled by autocrats--and twice as
likely to descend into civil war--than countries without oil. The Oil Curse shows why oil
wealth typically creates less economic growth than it should; why it produces jobs for
men but not women; and why it creates more problems in poor states than in rich ones. It
also warns that the global thirst for petroleum is causing companies to drill in
increasingly poor nations, which could further spread the oil curse. This landmark book
explains why good geology often leads to bad governance, and how this can be changed.
Businesses, philanthropies and non-profit entities are increasingly successful in
capturing public funds to support private provision of schooling in developed and
developing countries. Coupled with market-based reforms that include weak regulation,
control over workforces, standardization of processes and economies of scale, private
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provision of schooling is often seen to be convenient for both public authorities and
businesses. This book examines how the public subsidization of these forms of private
education affects quality, equality and the realization of human rights.With original
research from leading experts, The State, Business and Education sheds light on the
privatization of education in fragile circumstances. It illustrates the ways in which
private actors have expanded their involvement in education as a business, and shows the
influence of policy borrowing on the spread of for-profit education. Case studies from
Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil, China, India and Syrian refugee camps illustrate the ways
in which private actors have expanded their involvement in education as a business.This
book will be of interest not only to academics and students of international and
comparative education, but also to education development professionals in both the
private and public sectors, with its empirical assessment of case studies, and careful
consideration of the lessons to be learned from each.
The Oil Curse
Plundered Nations?
Integrating Sustainability into Business and Management Practice
Why the Poorest Countries are Failing and What Can Be Done About It
Entrepreneurship in Developing Economies
Why the Poorest Countries are Failing and what Can be Done about it
How Petroleum Wealth Shapes the Development of Nations
The study of natural resource extraction in resource-rich countries often shows that
plunder, rather than prosperity, has become the norm. Management of natural resources
differs widely in every state; a close examination of the decision making chains in
various states highlights the key principles that need to be followed to avoid distortion
and dependence. This book consists of eight case studies investigating the political
economy of the decision chain, revealing where various states have met with success, or
failed disastrously. This original research provides a unique insight into how different
countries have handled their resource extraction. This book is essential reading for
students, researchers and policy makers working across development economics and natural
resource economics.
Beyond the Bottom Line: Integrating the UN Global Compact into Management Practice is the
first book to look at how the Ten UN Global Compact Principles and the sustainability
agenda can be incorporated into business practice. The UN Global Compact is the largest
corporate sustainability initiative and, with over 12,000 participating organizations,
provides a major influence on global business sustainability practices. Its mission is to
guide organizations in how to (1) do business responsibly by aligning their strategies
and operations with Ten Principles on human rights, labour, environment and anticorruption; and (2) take strategic actions to advance broader societal goals, such as the
UN Sustainable Development Goals, with an emphasis on collaboration and innovation. This
new book addresses head-on some of the most persistent managerial challenges faced by
businesses and organizations today. To what extent are businesses able to practice
responsible management with regard to the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact? How
can managers of organizations comprehensively and pragmatically address the risks and
responsibilities concerning these complex and changing issues in their policies and
practice? It also offers a platform for academics to confront some of the most intriguing
intellectual challenges on this topic.
In the universally acclaimed and award-winning The Bottom Billion, Paul Collier reveals
that fifty failed states--home to the poorest one billion people on Earth--pose the
central challenge of the developing world in the twenty-first century. The book shines
much-needed light on this group of small nations, largely unnoticed by the industrialized
West, that are dropping further and further behind the majority of the world's people,
often falling into an absolute decline in living standards. A struggle rages within each
of these nations between reformers and corrupt leaders--and the corrupt are winning.
Collier analyzes the causes of failure, pointing to a set of traps that ensnare these
countries, including civil war, a dependence on the extraction and export of natural
resources, and bad governance. Standard solutions do not work, he writes; aid is often
ineffective, and globalization can actually make matters worse, driving development to
more stable nations. What the bottom billion need, Collier argues, is a bold new plan
supported by the Group of Eight industrialized nations. If failed states are ever to be
helped, the G8 will have to adopt preferential trade policies, new laws against
corruption, new international charters, and even conduct carefully calibrated military
interventions. Collier has spent a lifetime working to end global poverty. In The Bottom
Billion, he offers real hope for solving one of the great humanitarian crises facing the
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world today. "Set to become a classic. Crammed with statistical nuggets and common sense,
his book should be compulsory reading." --The Economist "If Sachs seems too saintly and
Easterly too cynical, then Collier is the authentic old Africa hand: he knows the terrain
and has a keen ear.... If you've ever found yourself on one side or the other of those
arguments--and who hasn't?--then you simply must read this book." --Niall Ferguson, The
New York Times Book Review "Rich in both analysis and recommendations.... Read this book.
You will learn much you do not know. It will also change the way you look at the tragedy
of persistent poverty in a world of plenty." --Financial Times
Provided for over 60 years, and expanding more rapidly today than it has for a
generation, foreign aid is now a $100bn business. But does it work? Indeed, is it needed
at all? In this first-ever, overall assessment of aid, Roger Riddell provides a rigorous
but highly readable account of aid, warts and all.
New Actors and Alliances in Development
What LDCs Can Do, and how Others Can Help
Wars, Guns, and Votes
Making Globalization Work
Markets and Rural Poverty
Successes and Failures in Natural Resource Extraction

Since 1995, 17 African countries have defied expeotations and have launched a remarkable, if little-noticed, tumaround, Emerging Africa
describes this revitalization and why it is likely to continue. "Steve tosses out the stereotypes and unearths reality...A meticulous and fascinating
account of sub-Saharan Africa's most successful economies."---Bono, lead singer of U2 and co-founder of ONE and (RED) "Steve Radelet's
comprehensive analysis provides further grounds for optimism that improved macroeconomic management in a significant number of countries
is producing tangible results, including resilience to recent shocks. It makes an important contribution to mounting evidence of sustainable
economic improvements across the continent, while being realistic about the effort needed to tackle remaining challenges."---Antoinette Monsio
Sayeh, former Minister of Finance of Liberia and Director, African Department, International Monetary Fund "Africa is too often used as a
blunt weapon to score points in debates about hopeless poverty or desperate need. Radelet uncovers the national success stories that are lost in
`the Africa debate,' He has done Africa and the citizens of these good performers a great favor."---Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, Monitor Group,
former Minister of State, United Kingdom "African is in flux. Many countries have learned from past mistakes and now face huge new
opportunities. Yet much of this has gone unnoticed. Radelet's important book will open your eyes to the new realities."---Paul Collier, Oxford
University, author of The Bottom Billion
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